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ABSTRACT

Data on dropout trends over time are combined with
data from the National Education Longitudinal Survey to give a
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aspirations of students who have dropped out. In 1993, about 381,000
students dropped out of high school. In economic terms the
consequences of dropping out can be demonstrated by the fact that, in
1992, dropouts earned about $6,000 a year less than those who
completed high school. By all measures, the percentage of students
dropping out of high school is declining. Even in large urban school
dist icts, where dropout rates have been highest, they are improving.
In 1992-93 the median 4-year dropout rate was 287.. Black and Hispanic
American students are still somewhat more likely to drop out than
Whites and Asian Americans. Thirty percent of girls who dropped out
did so because of pregnancy. Many dropouts remain optimistic about
their prospects. Only 157. of dropouts indicated that they expected to
attain less than a high school education in their lifetimes, with
about a fifth planning to attend a vocational or trade school. One
third planned to attend college. (Contains 20 figures, 5 tables, and
10 references.) (SLD)
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Goal 2 of the National
Education Goals states:
"BY the Year 20(1, the
high school graduation
rate will increase to al
least 90 percent.- While
there has been much
progress in keeping
students in school until
gra(luation. this po)gress
haS slowed recently. 'Foo
many students still drop
out of school, and the
dropout rates in many of
the nation's large cities
are alarming. While
c(mcern about high
dropout rates has been
with us l'or decades, the
consequences for youth
and society have gonvn.
Wages have both
declined in real terms
and fallen relative to
those of high school
graduates. With lower
earning power, the risk
of dependency rises. In
this report Richard Coley
has bonight together
data on thy trends over
time as well as new dam
fr(nn the National Education Longitudinal Survey
to portray the situation
tILit the nation and its
youth face today.

The National Center f(1r
Educaticin Statistics
(NCES) of the LS.

Ikpartment of Education
ix:;_n the primary
source of information
and data on high school
dropouts through their
regular publications,
longitudinal studies. and
data bases. NCES's
ongoing eff(irts are
critical to) research in this
area. \lost of the data in
this report comes from
NUS, At Educational
Testing Service, re\ iews
uf the report were
provided by Paul Barton.
ha.

Ruth Ekstomi. -and
!toward Wainer. At
NCES. Peggy Quinn

reviewed the report.
Data analysis was provided hv Karen Bricker
at the National Data
Resource Cenk.r. Albert
Benders(m was the
editor and Carla Cooper
provkled desktop publishing services. Rod
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Highlights

According to national

data:
In 1993, about 381,000

students dropped out of
high sch(x)I. Over their
lifetimes. they will earn
hundreds of thousands
of dollars less than their
better educated peers.
In 1992. dropouts
earned an average of
SI 2.809, about S0.000

less than high school
graduates.
I lalf the heads of
households on welfare
are dropouts. as are half
of the people in jail.
By all measures, the
percentage of students
dropping (lut of high
sch(x)l is declining. On
some measures there are
differences among racial
ethnic gomps: on other
measures there are no
significant differences.

About 3 percent of
those wh() drcIp (lut do
so at or bef()re the fourth

grade. 20 percent drop
out al or before the
eighth grade, and ol
percent drop out ;it or
before the tenth grade.
Neady to percent of the
lispanic dropouts have
an eighth grade education or less.

According to state,
city, and other
sources:
North Dak(ita has (ht..

lowest dropout rate
among the states:
Nevada has the highest.
Dropout rates in the
large. urban districts are
high, hut generally
improving. In 1992-93.
the median four-vear
dropout rate among
large city school dis-

case k)r 5-4 percent of

the females and 26
percent of the males.
only about one-quarter
were married to and
living with the other
parent of their child.
Another 18 percent
were living with the
parent of their child.

tricts N.V.1, 28 percent:

the single Year rate was
9 percent.

Each year about
.10,000 people gel a
high school credential
hv passing the Tests of
General Educational
DevekIpment (GED).

According to new

data from the
National Education
Longitudinal Study of
1988:

Black and 11ispanii
students were somewhat more likely to
drop out than White or
Asian students.
I fall the drop( 1uts lett

school before the
enth grade.
Almi)st to percent of
the dropouts either had
a child or wen.. expecting one. This was the

* 30 percent of girls
who dropped out said
they did so because
they were pregnant.

Dropouts were more
likely than graduates to
have changed schools.
to have moved, and to
have run :tway from
Is mne.

Problems in school
were a major reason for
dropping out. Balancing
work and sch()ol also
seemed to play a significant role.
O Dropcnits experienced

considerable difficulty in
schi)ol during the
semester before they
dropped (mt.

* OnI\ 18 percent of the

do pans passed their
last year of school.
A large majority or
dropout!, were enrolled
in the general high
scho(1l program.
C )ne- quarter of the

duipotits had partici-

pated in an alternative
program in school.
percent Of the
dropchilts have a GED or
high school diploma and
another 82 percent plan
to get one.

Most of the dropouts'
jobs are in the labor
service area.
Dropouts are fairly
optimistic for their
children, their perscmal
relationships. their
health, and their jobs.
They are less optimistic
about their chances for
further educational
attainment.
Dr(bpouts tend to
exhibit an external Iocil
of control, i.e.. they feel
that they have little
control over their lives.
N1()st seem to have fairly
high self-concept.
however.

percent of the
only
dropouts indicated that
they expected to attain
less than a high school
education in their
lifetime. About a fifth

planned to attend
vocational. trade, or
business schocil. and
expected
almi1st :t
to :Mend college. with
11 percent expecting to
attain a degree. Five
percent t..xpected
ohtain a master's degree.

intrudlIctiou

From the beginning of
the 20th centuix until
about 19-40, the typical
American adult had an
eighth grade education.
By 19-10, only () percent
of males and 4 percent
of females had conipleted tOur years of
college. During the next
two decades. however.
things changed dramati-

larly for Black adults.
Between 1900 and 19-0,
the median years of
school completed 1)\.
Black males. 25 to 29
years old. rose from 10.-;
to 12.2. Then. during the
last 20 years. the educational attainment of
Young adults basically
remained stable. The
average educatiomal
attainment for the entire
population continued to
rise as the more highly
educated Younger
cohorts replaced older
Americans who had
fewer educational
opportunities,'

cally.

In the 1940s and
19:)0s. more than half
the Young adults completed high school. and
the median education of
2r)-29-vear-olds rose to
12.3 years. Although by
1900,

appro iximatelv

Educatio In. more 'Ind

percent Of males. 2S
Years old and over. still
had no more than an
eighth grade education.
pereent had com-

more, has become key
to a productive and
satisfying life. Gone are
the days when a lack of
education didn't hurt
one's chances for finding

college. The eclucatio mai

attainment of women
was about the same.
(...xcept that a smaller
proportion of women

completed college.
During the 1900s.
there was a rise in the
educational level of the
1..S. population. parncu-
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to) the Census Bureau.

over the course of their
working lives, these
individuals will:

earn S212,000 less
than high school
graduates
earn S38.4.000 less than

persons having some
college education
4) earn

S8I2.000

less

than college graduates
earn S2..40.4.000 less

than individuals with
professional degrees-

And the news gets
worse. These estimates
assume that 1992 wage
differentials lw level of
education will remain
goo s.l. steady w( ,rk.
the sante in the future.
()ppoirtunities arc
lowe\ yr. those with
expanding for those with moire education have
higher level skills and
been gaining ground
abilities and withering
faster, and the differenfor those without such
tials are widening to the
skills. Yet many of our
disadvantage of school
citi/ens are not acquiring dropouts. Between 19--7,
the skills or training
and 1992. earnings:
neecled to participate in
this changing workplace.
doubled for high
ln 1993. about 381.000
sell( iiil dropoi it s

pleted high school and
10 percent had completed fi)lir years of

Ha, 14tic I 14,1,4%

students dropped out of
high school. A(cording
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rose 2.S times fOr high
school graduates

nearly tripled for
holders of bachelow's
degrees

tripled for holders of
advanced degrees
Figure 1 shows these
relationships on an
annual basis. In 1992.
high school dropouts
earned an average salary
of only !12.809. about
S6.000 less than high
school graduates. The
relationship seen in this
graph between higher
levels of educatiom and
income is strong.
Drompomts have a

prol<mnd impact on
society. Nearly half of
the heads of iRmuseholds

wenre failed to
finish high. school. And
half of the
prison
population in 1992 were
high set-1(RA dr ip )uts.

Dropouts are disomnected front mainstream
America. with little
chance low a rewarding
career and a life of self*

;

,

Figure 1: Earnings and Education - Average Annual
Earnings for Persons Age 18 and Over,
by Level of Education, 1992

Professional

AIM"
v

Doctorate

$54,904

Master's

$40,368

Bachelor's

$32,629

$24.398

Associate's

Some College

$19.666

High School

$18.737

Dropout

$74.560

$12 809

Source: "More Education Means Higher Career Earnings." Bureau of
the Census Statistical Brief, SB/94-17, August 1994.

SLites. The s(..ction

for the nation's large
urban school districts. It
also provitles data on the
(;F.l) program.
The second section
of the i'lport focuses on
the characteristics of high
school drt >pouts. l'sing
new data collected from

provides several inclk.a-

the ..NELS:8-i second

tors of the problem.
offering the reader

follmv-up, this section
focuses on the differ-

seventl statisti( s from

enct's hetwectl dr( )1)( tills

which to make judgments. It provides data
for the nation as a whol(...
for indivklual states. and

and other students,
reasons for dropping out,
ancl the experiences of
dropouts.

This report examines
the dropout pRiblern in
the United States from a
number of angles. The
hrst section pulls together
data that :tttempt to
quantify the drop( nit
problem in the i'nited

0,4

SIZING UP THE
PROBLEM:
MEASURING
THE DROPOUT
RATE

Of all the measurements taken in education. calculating the
drop mt rate is probably the most problematic. Many different
measures exist and are
empk wed by different
agencies. depending
on a variety of factors.
Schc)ols and school
districts keep dynamic
data
students enroll.
leave, graduate. transfer. and come back to
school almost daily.
Such data offen do not
r( )ssess the comparability necessary to
evaluate and compare
schools, districts.
states, or even track
the dropout rate from
Year to year. On the
other hand, more static
and standardized data
often (knit offer the
flexibility individual

schools need to characterize their students.
belravior.
Basically, the

dropout rate is composed of a numerat(w
(the number of dropouts, however defined)
and a denominator
(the pool from which
the dropouts originated). The data that
e will be examining
in this report have 3
I,miri

cc msl-,tcnt

1111 tutimil
plump
I 41114 .i111,11,II

gathered by the federal
government generally
consider a dropout as
someone who is not
currently enrolled in
school and has not

obtaed a credential
(either a diploma or a
GED certificate).
Dem)minators. on the

I)
II .1111 11111,0qt-11h

I 990 and 1991. Between
the late 19-70s (when the
rate was almost
percent) and the early
1990s. the dropout rate
declined by more than
one-third.
Figure 3 shows the

other hand. vary. Since
students can drop out at
any grade and also can
reenter school or obtain
an alternative credential
at practically any age,
there are various alternatives in the choice of a
denominator. Thus. the
report offers several
choices of national
dropout rates. The
various measures
reviewed in this section
of the report will give
the reader a range of
information on which to
make a judgment about
the severity of the
dropout problem in the
I'nited States. Figure 2 is
a suinmary of the measures presented in tliis
section of the report.

annual dropout rate
trend lines fOr all students, and for Black.
flispanic. and White
students. While the 1993
rate for White students
was lower than the rate
for Black and llispanic
students, and the Black
rate was lower than the
rate for Ilispanic students, these differences
are not statistically
significant.
The good news from
this ineasure is that the
drop(mat rate has fallen
over the last IO IO I S
years. from more than
().S percent in the late
PrOs, 1 percent in
1991. This decline
applied to both White
lid likick students: the
trend lint. for Ilkpanic

ANNUM IIR;11

1100I DROPOI
It

The annual dropout
measure is termed the
-event rate- by \C1:s

di, 1, 1, 11
ii, ii, IIIsd S, ,ct.t1
l/N h 11 Vol/. PO'
st 14,1111,1 I."I

111,11

1

and represents the
percentage of students.
ages IS to
who leave
grades 10 to 12 in a
given year. In 1993, the
rate was -Li percent.
representing 381,000
students. This figure is
up a half point from the
lowest rates recorded in

nunterator. Statistic's

.1

8
-

n

I kI'

11111 \I.1111%11

oli

I Ii

\I \it
ill

ill,,

..1

students is inconsistent

Figure 2: Summary of Dropout Statistics Found in Report

hut higher than comparable rates for White and
Black students. Similarly.
the rates tOr both Black

and White males and
females fell. The rates row
lispanic males and

Percentage
30

females show no definite
trend.

Median 4-year dropout rate, large cities

DROPOL'T S1%11 .s
RATE

25

20

Highest state dropout rate

15 _
Percentage aged 21-22 without
high school diploma

Percentage aged 29-30 without
high school diploma

The "dropout status
rate- is the percentage of
people, ages 16 to 24,
who (10 not have a high
school credential. It is
composed of dropouts
from any grade, regardless of when they
dn)pped out. Thus, this
rate will tend to he
higher than the "eventrate just discussed. In
1993 this rate was 11

Cohort dropout rate
Percentage aged 16-24 with no credential

Average state dropout rate

10 "Median annual dropout rate, large cities

percent. meaning that
about 3.4 million persons
ages 16 through 24 were
high school dropouts.
I'his is a decline of abollt
four percentage points
since 1972.

Lowest state dropout rate

5

Percentage aged 15-24 leaving
grades 10-12

0

Notes: See corresponding section of report for data sources and details.
Data listed are for the most recent year available.

9

The "status- dropout
rate tOr Black students
was higher than the rate
tOr White students, and
the rate for l lispanic
students was higher than
the rate for Black students. In 1993, the rate
for Whites was -.9
percent, compared to)
13.6 percent for Blacks
and 2-.5 percent for
Ilispanics. This large

7

Figure 3: The Annual Dropout Rate - Trends in the Percentage of 15 to 24-Year-Olds Leaving
Grades 10 to 12 Each Year (Event Rate)
Percent
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Figure 4:The Dropout Status Rate -Trends in the Percentage of 16 to 24-Year-Olds
Without a High School Credential (Status Rate)
Percent
40

35

Hispanic

/

30

14%

25

°

44.

/

Black

. 20
Total
15

10

41,00

White

NS

,
41

5

I

72

I

I

I

'75

I

I

I

'78

I

I

'81

I

I

I

'84

I

I

I

'87

I

I

I

'90

Source: McMillen, Marilyn M Kaufman, Phillip, and Whitener, Summer. Dropout Rates
in the United States: 1993,
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement, September
1994.
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disparity between Hispanics and others may
be due to language and
immigration. For
example, in 1989 nearly
one-half of all Hispanics
ages 16 through 24 years
were horn outside the
1'nited States, and their
dropout status rate (43
percent) was Imre than
three times the overall
rate for that year.
The rate for Blacks
declined markedly since
the early 1970s. dropping
about eight percentage
from 22.2
points
percent in 1973 to 13.6
percent in 1993. This,
combined with a slower
drop for Whites, helped
to narrow the gap
between Blacks and
Whites. In 1993, the rate
for Whites was 7.9
percent. compared to
13.6 percent for Blacks.
The rates for I lispanics
appear to fluctuate from
year to year, but are
consistently higher than
the rates for Blacks and
Whites.
Data are also avail-

able on the educational
attainment of these "status
dropouts- and are shown
for 1993 in Figure S. Of
all dropouts, about 3
percent dropped out at or
before the fourth grade.
20 percent drwped ( iut at
or before the eighth
grade, and 61 percent

dropped out at or before

the tenth grade. These
data show that I lispanic
students who dropped
out left school earlier
than other dropouts.
Nearly 40 percent of
I I ispanic dr< )pouts had

an eighth grade education or less.
HIGH SCHOOL
COMPLETION RATES

Another wav to view
the dropout situation is
to examine the proportion of a given population that have completed
high school or attained a

credential, such as a GED
certificate, a certificate
of completion, or a cenificate of attendance. I lere,
we examine the rates
for two age groups
21- and 22-year-olds and
29- and 30-year-olds.
While there are a few

older people who are
working to complete
high school, these two
gnaips provide a reasonable picture of high
scho(>1 completion rates

and how these rates
have changed over time.
Figure 6 shows the
completicm rates for

21- and 22-year-olds
between 1972 and 1993.
For the whole p0 )pulation. the rates gradually
increased from about 82
percent in 1972 to about
86 percent in 1993. The
1993 completion rate for
Whites (nearly 90 percent) is higher than the
rate for Blacks (84 percent) and I lispanics (63
percent). While there has
been considerable
improvement for Blacks
over the 22-year period,
the movement in the
trend line for I lispanics
is not so pronounced.

Figure 5: Educational Attainment of Dropouts - Distribution of Status Dropouts,
Ages 16-24, by Level of Education and Racial/Ethnic Group, October 1993
4th grade or less

Total

03

White

12

Black

13

Hispanic 1116

8th grade or less

Total

20

White

13

Black 1111111
Hispanic

39

10th grade or less

Total

161

White

58

Black

53

Hispanic

72
0

20

40
Percentage

60

80

Source: McMillen, Marilyn M., Kaufman, Phillip, and Whitener, Summer. Dropout Rates in the United
States: 1993, U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement,
September 1994.
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Figure 6:Trends in the High School Completion Rate for 21- and 22-Year-Olds
Percent
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Figure 7:Trends in the High School Completion Rate for 29- and 30-Year-Olds
Percent
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60
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Source: McMillen, Marilyn M., Kaufman, Phillip. and Whitener, Summer. Dropout Rates in the United States: 1993, U.S.
Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improverm.nt, September 1994.
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Contpletion rates fm
29- and 30-vear-olds are
shown in Figure 7. This
rate increased from
about 78 percent in 1972
to nearly 87 percent in
the early 1980s, and has
remained relatively stable
ever since. The rate for
131acks increased by

about 10 percentage
points over the two
decades and was about
four percentage points
lower than the rate for
Whites in 1993. The
Ifispanic completion rate
was only about 55
perc:mt in 1993, increasing from only about .45
percent 20 years earlier.

Table 1: Dropout Rates by Cohorts
Age 19-21

Age 22-2,1

1974

16.4

15.3

197'

16.3

15.)

1980

-*16.0

15.)

1983

-15.6

15.7

1986

14.1

1-4.3

1989

*15.)

13.7

1992

*13.1

Age 16-18

Year

Source: McMillen, Marilyn M., Kaufman, Phillip, and Whitener, Summer D. Dropout Rates in the United
States: 1993, U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement,
September 1994.

These time trends show
individuals were 19 to
an overall decrease in
21-vear-okls, an age
RATE
the dropout rate for each
when most would have
successive cohort of
completed
high
school.
Another way to view
individuals. This trend is
The dropout rate for the
the dropout problem is
consistent with what has
to follow the same group group at this point
been seen over the other
of People (coh( rt) over a increased to 16.3 permeasures viewed
cent.
For
the
final
year
of
period of time, taking
previously.
measurements at various measurement for this
cohort, 1980, this group
points akmg the way.
STATE DROPOI 'T
Wti 22 to 2.1 years old.
This can be done using
RATES'
The
drop
Alt
rate
by
then
cross-sectional data from
had declined to 15.2
the Census, as seen in
While efforts are
percent, probably
Table 1.
ongoing to devekT
because many had
Note the arrows in
comparable measures of
completed
high
school
the table that identify the
the dropout problem
late or had attained an
cohorts. For exatnple, in
among the states, we still
equivalency certificate.
197.t 11.6 percent of 16have to rely on Census
Each cohort is shown
18-Year-olds were drcipdata f(n. any consistent
separately
in
Figure
8.
outs. In 197' these

COHORT DROPOUT
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measurement. Thus, the
most recent comparable
data are for 1990 when
the last census was
taken. The measure is
the percentage of individuals, ages 16 to I 9,
who are not enrolled in
school and do not have a
high school diploma or
credential. The variation
on this measure among
the states can be seen in
Figure 9. The U.S. average was 11 percent in
1990. North Dakota was
at the top of the list with
a dropout rate of only
percent; Nevada was at
the bottom with a rate of
15 percent.

DROPOrr RATES IN
IARGE cfnEss

Figure 8: Cohort Dropout Rates - Percentage of Individuals Ages
16 to 24 Without a High School Credential, by Cohort

The Council of th,

Percent

Great City Schools has
made an eff(Irt to track
progress toward the
National Education Goals
fc)r the nation's ktrge
url)an districts. In so
doing, it has attempted to
pr()vide comparable data
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on the dropout rates in
urban school districts.

11

1977
CohL,r1

16

1974

Cohort
15

1980 Cohort

/

/

14

\ 1986 Cohort

13

/

12

/

1989 Cohort

10

\\*hi le these effc)rts are

98-

on-going. many prohlems
reniain in comparing
dropout rates across urlmn
school districts. The large
variations seen across
districts mav he due more
to differing definitions of
dropouts and C.IlcilkItit Ill
rates than different levds
of actual school leaving.
The data provided lid(

Age 1421

1983 Cohort

AG° lb it+

1992 Cohort

7

74

'77

'80

83

86

89

92

Note: The 1974 cohort is composed of individuals who were between the ages of 16 and 18 in 1974.
between 19 and 21 in 1977. and between 22 and 24 in 1980.
Source: McMillen. Marilyn M . Kaufman. Phillip. and Whitener. Summer D. Dropout Rates in the
United States: 1993. U.S. Department of Education. Office of Educational Research and Improvement. September 1994.

theref(fre, pivide a few
summary dropout measures for central city
schools. rather than listing
individual data I( )r the
urban districts.

lI rur-- ear dmpout
rates greater than 3')

percent. Two wars
earlier. about one out
of three had annual
dropout rates that

In 1992.-93. the median
annual dropout rate was
9 percent. The median
four-Year dropout rate
wits 28 percent.

90 perdetlt of the city
dishiets reported ;I
decline in their fourYear drophill rale
hetween 1990-9I and

161.1r city (11s11.1(.15 113(1
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THE GED PROGRAM('

The resls of General
Edlleati( inal l)e\elt)pmerit (GEM prcivide
individuals who do not
complete high school
with fin opportunity to
earn a high school
credential. By taking
and passing a series of
Ike tests in writing.
social studies. scien«..
interpreting literature

; 111,h. ,11..1,
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More than -0 percent
of the urban districts
reported an increase
in their annual dropout rates among Black
and I lispanic students.

high.

In 1992-93.
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percent reported
decline itl their annual
drop( nit rate.
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and the arts. and mathematics. adults can
demollstnite that they
ha\ e acquired a level of
learning comparable to
that of high scht)ol
graduates. Each year,
more than S0.(x)0 adults
take the GED Tests and

about tid.wo obtain
high school credentials
based on the tests. About
one in seven Ingh school
diplomas issued in the
['lifted States each year is
based on the GED Tests.
While the droprnit rates
discussed al)tive consider
GED holders as high
scht)ol graduates. a
description of wlu) take
the GED is helpful in
completing the picture of
high school (Aimpletit
Some highlights for 1993:

The highest grade
c;ED candidates
completed befr tie
leaving school as. on

aerage. Ittth grade
The average age of
GED candidates in the
LS. and its territories
\vas 26
N

A't.'

than 1.Cl).(tdd

(ii.:1) candidates

planned further study
be\amnd the high
sCh( n if level. representing tiu percent of
all candidates tested.

Figure 9: State Dropgut Rates - Percentage Ages 16 to 19 Not
Enrolled in School and without a High School Diploma, 1990
5.0

North Dakota

6%

Minnesota
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Nebraska
Wisconsin
Wyoming

70 .

-0
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Hawaii
Maine
Montana
South Dakota
Vermont

80.

Colorado
Connecticut
Kansas
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Utah

100_

Delaware
Idaho
Michigan
New Jersey
New York
Oklahoma
Virginia

10°.

Alaska
Arkansas
Illinois
Indiana
Maryland
Missouri
Rhode Island

-0
-0

-0

United States

1 1

Washington
West Virginia
Mississippi
New Mexico
Oregon

12%

south Carolina
Alabama
Kentucky
Louisiana
North Carolina
Tennessee

1

300

Texas
Arizona
California
Florida
Georgia

14°o

15%

Nevada

0

10

5

15

Percentage
Source: Bureau of Census. Educational Attainment of Persons 25 Years and Over. by State 1990
Census. Table ED-90-1.
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DROPOUTS
FROM THE
CLASS OF 1992

INTRout crioN

studies designed to find
out why students drop
Out of school. The

The National Edu(ation 1.,()ngitudinal

I

National Longitudinal
Surveys of Youth Labor
Nlarket Experience
conducted from 1979 to
1981 and national
studies like High School

Study of the eighth
grade cohort of 1988
(NELS:88), conducted
by the National Center
fc)r Education Statistics. is a major longitu-

and Beymul have
pnwided much inf(mnation On dropouts. Studies of these data have
found that dropping out
is related to students'
background, achievement. behavior, and
attitudes. In Who Drops
Out
Ugh School and

dinal effort to provide
trend data about
critical transitions
experienced by
students as they leave
elementary school and
pRigress through high
school and into
postsecondary institutiOnti Or the work
force.
Follow-up data On

bv? I:Outings front a
National Study. the
authors provi(Ie the
following summary:

eighth-grade base-year
students were collected in the Spring of

ell

,

1990 ( w hen the

students were in tenth
grade) and in the

e

II\

Spring of 1992 ( w he n

k.twill
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Who are the dropouts from the Class of
1992? What are their
backgrounds? What

caused them to drop
out? \X"hat were their
scluull experiences?
\X'hat are their plans for
the future? What are

their attitudes and

dim k
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the students were in
their final semester of
high school). Each
follow-up also surveyed the populaticm
of dropouts, allowing
researchers to track
students who dropped
out of school afier the
eighth grade.
These efforts
complement a range
of research and
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feelings? 'Ihis section of
the report discusses
these issues and, when
the data are available
(when the same questions were asked of both
groups of youth), C0111pares dropouts with the
students who persisted in
school and became the
graduating class of 1992.
All differences between
dropouts and graduates
and between males and
females that are discussed in the text are
statistically significant.'

for dropouts that are
reported in this sectkm
of the report are ft)r
students who dropped

11,11.1 til ilii

wi II,ili

ii

1),(1111111.

11111,1- Al./111.111.

point and filled out a
"dropout- questionnaire.
I lowever, some of these
"dropouts- returned to
education.
Table 2 shows the
racial 'ethnic distributkm
among dropouts and the
original NELS:88 cohort.

1.11,11 led .1,

idwi iIis1i.u,iui

White
Black
1 lispaniC
American Indian-Alaskan
Asian.'Pacific Islander

Percentage
of Cohort

6001.

(8(ki)

18
16
3

1,1

11
-4

Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

other hand. Asians
represented about .4
percent of the Class of
1992 and less than 2
percent of the dropouts.
Boys and girls
do)pped out of the Class
of 1992 in about equal
proportions, and within
each raciaLethnic group,
there were very small
differences between boys
and girls.
MARITAL STATI S ND
PARFN111001)

About one-ilf.th of

dropouts were married,
divorced, or living in a
marriage-like relaticmship. Seventy-eight

percent of the dropouts
were single and never
married, 12 percent were
married, 3 percent were
divorced or separated.
and 6 percent were in a
marriage-like relationship. Females were more
likely than males to be
married.

Almost t() percent of
dnipouts either had a
child or were expecting
one
the figure ftIr
females was 5-1 pment,
with i6 percent having a
child and 8 percent
expecting. Figure 10
shows the relationship of

the dropouts with the
other parent of their
youngest child.

r
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Ally slug

Percentage
of Dropouts

out of schot>1 at some

One way to determine if
there were differences
among the groups in the
likelihood of dropping
Out is to compare the
BACKGROI.ND
raciarethnic distribution
of dropouts with the
Almost 9 percent of
composition of members
students who 1)egan the
of their cohorts who
eighth grade in 1988
graduated from high
dropped out of school.
school. In doing so, it
Like most dropout
appears that Ifispanics
statistics, this rate is
and Blacks were somesubject to several cavewhat more likely than
ats. First, scnne students
other groups to drop out
may have dropped out
of school, but the differbefore the eighth grade.
ences were not large.
when NEI,S:88 data
While Ifispanics and
collection began. Second. as will be seen later Blacks made up 11 and
I-4 percent, respectively.
in this se('tion, some
of the Class of 1992. they
percentage of these
represented 16 and 18
"do)pt nits- returned to
school and or obtained a percent, respectively, of
GED certificate. The data the dropouts. On the

1 er

Table 2: Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Dropouts
and NELS:88 Cohort
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Is

SCHOOL AND HOME
STABILITY

Figure 10: Dropouts with Children - Relationship with Parent
of Youngest Child

Dnipouts were mc )n!
Married and living together

likely than the graduates
to have changed schools
and to have moved since
1988. Twentv-nir percent
of the dropouts changed
schools two or more times
since 1988. compared to
only 9 percent of graduates. The dinerence in
moving is even more
striking. Fifty-four percent
of dropouts moved since
1988, compared to only 15
percent of graduates.
Dnip( tuts were aim) more
likely to have run awav

27

Living together and not married

Don't see each other

Dating

See each other occasionally

Married and not living together

5

fnitll 110111C in the last two

years. Twelve percent of
dropouts did so, compared to 6 percent of
graduates.

Divorced/legally separated

1

Not alive

1

THE CONTEXT FOR

DROPPING MI'

0

This section identifies
the reasons that students
cited kir their decision to
drop out of school,
describes their satisfaction
with that decision. and
indicates the last grade
attended in sch(x)l. Students drop out of school

10

5

Source: NIELS:88 Second Follow-up
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In the NELS:88

questionnaire,
were prompted with a
variet
rcas(ms for
dropping out and asked
to indicate whether the
redsonts) pertained to
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them. Figure I till( W.'s
summary from these
data.
Four of the top six
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for a Variety of reasons.
!natty of which are complex and cumulative. Dale
Mann pnivides the following perspecti\
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reasons had to do with
school problems. Many
dropouts didn't like
school, were getting
ior grades. couldn't
keep up with their
col work. and

I

lis \ 11/1.

,

a

couldn't get along with
their teachers. Wcwking

Figure 11: Reasons for Dropping Out

also seems to phy a
significant role. Twentyseven percent said they

dropped out because
they gc)t a job. and 20
perCent said that they
couldn't work and go to
school at the same time.
For many of these young
people, working appears
to be necessary. Many
reported that they quit
schciol to support or car(...
for their families.

The reasons given for
dr()pping out are somewhat different for males
and females. as seen in
Figure 12. Males were
more likely to drop out
because of school problems, including being
suspended and expelled.
and for reasons having to
do with work. Femak.s
were more likely to quit
school to have a baby or
get married. It is particularly striking that nearly
one-third of the females
quit school because they
got pregnant.
()tiler data collected
from the dropouts help
to understand the context for dropping out of
school. We have infOrma-

tion on dropouts' satisfaction with their decision to drop out. on the
grade last attended and
whether the students
were passing in their
school work, and on the
t\ pe of high school
program they pursued.

44

Didn't like school
39

Was getting poor grades
Had other problem

0 31

Couldn't keep up with school work

30
27

Got a job

26

Couldn't get along with teachers

24

Felt I didn't belong
20

Couldn't work and go to school at same time

17

Became a parent

15

Had to support my family

15*

Was pregnant

15

Couldn't get along with other students
Was suspended

--- 14

Had to care for family

13

Got married or planned to

--0 12

Changed schools and didn't like new one

11

Was expelled

10

Friends dropped out

Wanted to have a family
Didn't feel safe at school

--- 9

-- 9
-- 8

Wanted to travel

7

Had drug/alcohol problem

5
I

0

10

30
20
Percentage

40

5b

*30 percent of females

Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up
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Twenty-eight percent
of the dr()pouts said that
dropping out of school
was a g()od decision for
them. Ten percent didn't
know. Dr()pouts also did
very poorly in their final
Year of sch()ol. Only 18
percent said that they
passed their last year ( f
school. Thl) le 3 shows the
last grade these students
attended. Ilall of them
were Out of school before
the eleventh grade. and 19
percent left sch(x)1 before
the tenth grade.

Figure 12: Reasons for Dropping Out, Males and Females

More likely reasons for males:
46

Was getting poor grades
33

35

Got a job

20

1

Couldn't keep up with
school work

35

26

Couldn't get along
with teachers

33
20

Couldn't work and go to
school at same time

25
15

HIGH SCHOOL
PROGRAM

20

Was suspended

7

Table .4 shows the type

of high school pr()grant
that the dropouts and their
classmates panicipated in.
As can be seen, the vast
majority of dropouts were
enrolled in a general high

Was expelled

Had drug/alcohol
problem

16

III 4
I8
-AI 3

FemZ-1)1;

!Males

sch()ol pro)gram. Very few

were in a college preparatory program. Dropouts
were more likely than
their classmates to have
been enr()11ed in special

More likely reasons for females:

5 percent ).

INTERVEsTIONS

nTEMETED

25

Became a parent

education (3 percent) and
alternative pn)grams
(

30

Got pregnant

Got married or planned to

9

U 12

Wanted to have

a family 0 6
I

Information is also
availabk about the interventions that were
attempted
IS All by

18

-- 6
0

I

1--

10

20

30

Percentage
Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

sch()ol perm ninel and lw
parents guardians
when dropouts stopped

20
18

I

I

40

1
50

Staff offered to send
them to another school

Table 3: Dropouts' Last Grade Attended

(1(1 vs. 9 percent ).

8th
9th

10

10th

30

th

33.

1

3"1,

12th

They were told that
they could come back
if' they folkAyed
discipline rules (19 vs.
9 percent).

1

No grade system

ing them to recall recent
experiences and to think
about the likelihood that
they will ('ontinue their
education. Table 5 lists
dr()pouts. responses to
the question, "In the past
two years, did any of the
following things happen

to your
They were told they
couldn't come hack.

Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

They were expelled or
suspended.

Table 4: High School Program, Dropouts and
Graduates
Graduates

Dropouts

General
College Prep

03"0

Other

3)

oir

Parents and guardians appear to be more
supportive, at least in
some respects. Two-

Nlanv of the droponits
had problems in sch<ml.
with almost half having
failed a course and more
than one-fifth being held
hack a grade in school:

About a third looked into
furthering their education. Few students have
participated in the other

activities. Males were
more likely than females
to have been in drug
rehabilitation, to have
expressed dissatisfaction
been held back in
with the dropouts'
school, and to have
decision to leave school,
and fnmi a third to a half failed a course.
Twenty-four percent
oGred to help the
dropouts in some way or of the dropouts reported
that they had particianother. More than 20
pate(l in an alternative
percent of the parents
pn)gram. Figure Et
guardians contacted the
shows the types of
school, phoning either a
services provided ill
principal, a teacher, or a
these programs.
counsekm Patvnts
Forty-one percent of
guardians of male dropthe dropouts had
outs were nlore likelv
enrolled in a GED
than parents guardians
pn)gram since leaving
of females dropouts to
high school and 1-t
contact school staff ( 28
percent had enrolled in a
percent vs. 18 percent).
technical, vocational, ca.
trade sclicicil. Four
ES
(1:RRENT
percent had enrolled in a
AN D PI ANS
community college or
)n)pouts were asked two-year vocational trade
program and $ percent
several questions requir-

thirds or more of the
dropouts indicated that a
parent or guardian

Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

the last time you
goiing to school for the
stopped
going to school
last time. These results
.." it is possible that
.
are shown in Figure 13.
As can he seen in the previous attempts had
been made. In any case,
Figure, the most frethe percentages of
quently attempted
dropouts who reported
intervention by school
interventions of any type
staff was to try to talk
were quite small. It is
students into staying in
noteworthy that many of
school. This was
the dropouts reported
reported by 39 percent
that they were told they
of the dropouts. I lowcouldn't c(tme back to
ever, what this means is
sclusA (17 per('ent ) and
that 6(1 percent of the
that they were expelled
dropouts answered -no"
or suspen(,ed ( I()
to the questictn
whether school staff tried percent).
Males were more
to talk them into staying
likely than feinale.s to
in schotil. Since the
report that:
question was worded,
.

.

.

.

21

/9

Figure 13: Actions by School Staff and Parents/Guardians
Prior to Dropping Out of School

Actions by School Staff:
Tried to talk me into staying

39

Offered to help make up missed work
Offered help with personal problems

29
28

24

Called or visited home

Told me I could return if I missed school less

----ID 19

18

Offered to put me in special program

D 17

Told me I couldn't come back
Expelled or suspended me

16

Told me Icould return if I had good GPA

15

Told me I could return if I followed rules

14

Offered special tutoring

4111

13

Offered to send me to other school ----AD 12

Actions by Parents/Guardians
Tried to talk me into staying

75

Told me it was my decision

68

Told me they were upset

66

Offered help with personal problems

50

Offered to send me to other school

32

Offered to help make up work

29

Called school counselor

24

Called principal or teacher

23

Offered to put me in special program

-0 20

Told me it was okay to leave

20

Offered special tutoring
Offered outside counseling

16

-- 13

Punished me for leaving
I

0
Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up
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IllIllIlIllIllI
12

10

20

30
40
50
Percentage

22

60

70

Table 5: Dropouts' Recent Experiences

Failed a course in school
Lxioked into alternative schi)ol GED
Saw counselor social worker
Was held hack a grade in school
Went lo family counseling

15"11

Did work for my religiiMS group
\Vent to youth cetaer iiutreach program
Was in alcohol rehabilitation
Failed a competency test for graduation
\Vas in drug rehabilitation

-s

Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

Figure 14: Services Received in Alternative
Programs
37

Career counseling

.34

Tutoring by teachers

32

Special instructional
progr. T1

Individual or group
counseling

30

29

Job placement help

28

Performance incentives

018

Tutoring by students

Childcare

10

Health care referrals -- g
10

20

30

40

Percentage

Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

?3

had enrolled in an
academic program in a
community college or a
four-year college or
university.
Eight percent of the
dropouts reported they
had earned a GED
certificate. a high school
diploma. or equivalent.
Another 82 percent
reported that they
planned to get a GED.
Females were more
likely than maks to
report they planned to
get a GED. Twenty
percent of the dropcnits
indicated they were
currently taking GED
preparation classes, and
'9 percent said they
planned to enroll in a
class to prepare for the
GED or other tests.
Finally. 30 percent said
tlwy planned to go hack
to school to get a high
school diploma. Subsequent follow-ups will
determine the extent to
which these plans were
followed and expectati(Ins met.
Dn)pouts were also
asked to indicate the
type of job they currently
had (or have had most
recently) and to identify
the lob they will have
when they reach the age
ot 30. These data are
show n in Figures IS and
l(). An obvious problem
with kkmtifying the types
of jobs that dropouts
held when the survey

was conducted is that the
m(1st frequently cited
category was -other.That pr()blein aside. most
of the other respondents

were working in lower
level jobs like laborer
and service occupatkms.

his should come as no
surprise. Nlore surprising
are dropouts. expectations for future employment. As shown in
Figure 18. the mc)st
frequently cited job
categ(wy is "Po)fessional
This category consists
of accl untant. rt!gistered
nurse, banker. librarian,
writer, actor. social
worker. etc. The rest of
the responses are spread
over a wide range of job
categories.

VIEWS ABOUT THE
FUTURE
.1*() find out about

how dropouts view their
ftures. respondents
were given a numher of
prompts introduced as
follows: -Think about
how you see your fture.
What are the chances
Figure l-that
sh( Avs the percentage of
drop( nits wh() responded
that the chances of that
particular event happen.

ing were either high or
\ cry high, Dropouts
were fairly Ttimistic for
their children, their
personal relationships,
their health, and theii

21

Figure 15: Dropouts Current or Most Recent Job
Other

23

Laborer

21

Service

20

Sales

10

Tradesperson

7

Tool/machine operator

7

Office worker
Manager
Farmer
Small business owner
Professional
Protective service
Technical
Homemaker
Military
Teacher

6
2

1 percent or less

1

10

5

20

15

25

Percentage

Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

Figure 16: Dropouts' Expected Jobs at Age 30

Professional I (accountant, banker...)
Other
Tradesperson
Office worker
Sell/ice
Owner
Technical

14

.11
9
9

.6

8

Laborer ---9 5

Manager 9 5
Operator --9 5
Military
Homemaker
Professional II (doctor, lawyer...)

4
3
3

Protective service 9 3
2
Sales
2
School teacher
Not planning to work 1
Farmer. . 1
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Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up
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jobs, TheV were 1eS5

optimistic about their
chances f(w further
educational :ittaininent.
About half thought that
chances were high that
they would have a hetter
life than their parents.

Figure 17: Percentage of Dropouts Saying That Chances Are High or Very
High That They WiH Have Various Experiences

Your children will have
better life than you

76

You will have
happy family life

72

SCHOOL BEHAVIORS

0 69

You will have good friends

You will stay in good health

67

You will have
an enjoyable job

66

You will be respected
in your community

58

You will have a
well paying job

53

You will own
your own home

53

You will have better
life than your parents

52

much difficult\ in scluiol

You will be able to
live wherever you want

45

35

You will graduate
from high school
You will go to college

Both dropouts and
graduates were asked the
extent to which they had
engaged in certain
negative behavh)rs in
scluxil or had experienced various penalties
for their behavior in the
most recent semester
they were in Sl hoot. The
results. shown in Figure
18. indicate that the
drop(mts experienced

S

25

26

50
Percentage

75

100

in the semester hel(we
they dmpped ()lit, hod)
in absolute terms and in
conlparison with the
students who persisted in
school. Keep in mind
that these hehaviors
penalties occurred within
one semester of school.
Almost half the
dropouts missed in days
or more of sch()(il, and
alumt a third cut class I()
tittles or more. Approxinmtelv a third were put
on hi-school suspension.
suspended, or put (in
pn )bati(

)n

exhibited these belia\ 1 rs
duce times more often
tlhin graduates. Eleven
percent of the dropouts

Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

25
23

had been arrested :luring
the semester. and 8
percent spent time in a
juvenile h ulle or shelter
Males were more likely
than females to experience these behaviciral
difficulties.

Figure 18: Frequency of School Behavior Problen,s During the Last
Semest,ar Dropouts and Graduates

48

Missed day of school
10 times or more

14

10(.1-S ()I- ( ON FRO1

k ND till

Survey data provide
information on both
locus of control and selfconcept. IA KIN of control
has to do with the
amount of control
people think they have
over their lives and has
been shown to relate to
educational achievement.
Individuals with external
locus of control tend to
rely on outskle forces in
I. lives ;ind feel that
they have little control
over what happens to
them. Students with
internal locus of control
tend to believe they have
control Ove their.lives.
Figure 19 shows
these data. Nlany of the
dr(Touts respi wided to
the locus of control items
in ways that indicate an
external locus. i.e.. they
fell that diin't ha\ e
control ovt.T their lives,
that chance
luck are
imponant. or that something alwavs seems to

II 33

Was put on

in-school suspension 0

io
III 30

Cut class 10 times
or more

57
III 29

Was suspended or
put on probation

7

III 25

Was late for school
10 times or more

13

13

Got in trouble for not following
rules 10 times or more

Was arrested at least once

3

11

03
8

Spent time in juvenile

home or shelter .1

Dropouts

111

Was tranferred to another
school for disciplinary reasons
0

24

Graduates 111

6

10

20

30

'ercentage

qop them w hen they tr
to get
In addition,
they were generally
tin Ire likely to express an
external lo( us than were

III

Source NELS.88 Second Follow-up
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40

50

the graduates. On the
self-concept measures,
there is less of a difference. Generally, most
dropouts felt good about

Measures of Locus of Control and Sell-Concept, Di °pouts
Fi!jure
and Graduates

themselves, although .1.1

Locus of Control:
When I try to get ahead
something stops me

23

Chance and luck are
very important in life

pecent indicated that
they felt useless at times
(compared to 33 percent
of graduates), a third
thought that they were
no goo(l at all at times,
and about a fifth felt that
they don't have much to
be proud of.

43

40

26
35

Don't have control over my life

I 22

Plans hardly ever work out

--ID 20

Good luck more important

19

34

1.1)1 (

"-kJ

\11.( I.\ [Iwo

than hard work --11 11

Only 1 5 percent of

77

When I make plans I
can make them work

83

Self-Concept:
92

I feel good about myself

94

O 90

I am a person of worth

1 93
93

I'm able to do things
as well as others

94

88
44

I feel useless at times

acklitkmal educatkm.
About a fifth planned to

attend vocational. trade,
or business school, and
almost a third expected
to attend college, with 1 I

80

I'm satisfied with myself

the dropouts indicated
that thev expected to
attain less than a high
scho()I educatk)n when
asked how far they
thought they'd get in
school. These data are
displayed in Figure 20.
NIany of the dropouts
expected to complete

percent expecting to

33

attain a degree. Five

I 33
I 31

At times I think I'm
no good at all

Dropouts

I don't have much
to be proud of

22

I

Graduates I

1

15

25

50
Percentage

Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

75

100

percent expected to
obtain a master's degree.
As would be expected,
dropouts' educational
expectations v ere much

more modest than those
of their peers who
graduate fr(nn Ingh
school.
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25

CONCH 'SION

The plight of the high
school dropout is not a
ne\ concern to education
policvmakers in this
country. The concern has

Figure 20: Dropouts Educational Expectations
High School:
Less than high school

15

High school only

22

been greau..st in the

nation's inner cities where
educational inequalities
and high dropout rates led
_fames Omani to call the
situation -social dynamitein his 1%1 book, Shims

Vocational, Trade, or Business School after High School:
Less than two years

Two or more years

6

Degree

12

and Suburbs. Prc >grains to

stop students fnml dropping out of school and to
re-educate those who do
are probably among the
most ubiquitous in education. Yet the problem
.P>o nianv
contint
students still drop out of
school, and many of those
who eventually get a high
school credential do so
outside of traditional high
schools (although this is
certainly a lot better than
the alternative). Each year
almost half a million

College Program:

Less than two years ---- 6
Two or more years

11

College degree

11

Graduate or Professional School:
Master's degree

5

Ph.D., M.D., Professional

1

Don't know

8

!leo* obtain a high
scluml credential through
the GED program.
While the line graphs
1()r m()st measures of

dropping out of high
school have been slanting
downwards over the last
two decades, we have
seen little progress in
recent years. The nation
has considerable work
ahead to meet Goal 2 of
our National Education
Goals. that by the year
2000 the high school

26

1

0
Source: NELS:88 Second Follow-up

graduation rate will he
at least ()() percent.

flight dropout rates
from our large ud)an
high schools c(witinue
to be particularly
disturbing. Our country can no longer
afford to waste the
potential contribution
of these individuals to
society, nor can it

5

1

10

1

15

20

25

Percentage

AT( ird to pav for the
dependencies that a re
stflnlgly associated with
dropping out of school.
The reasons for

dn lying out of school
appear to be complex
and cumulative. A variety
of school problems and
connections between
school anti work were
cited. and pregnancy was

28

a major factor in girls'

decisions to tiny out of
sch()ol. And few of these
girls were married to or
living with the other
parent (if their child.
I )nyouts encountered
many difficulties ill
scho 1ol. tending to

change schools more
frequently than other
students, and to run

1M :IV from home. A

significant proportion of
dropouts clashe(I with
school authorities white
still enn)lled and
reported that they were
expelled from schciol.
rather than voluntarily
separated.
\lost of the dropouts
who have l'()tind employment are working in the
labor and service :treas.
It this early stage of
their lives they appear to
he upheat in their outlooks. however. Nk)st
plan to obtain a GED or
high school dipl( Ima. and
many 1)1:111 to go on to

college. They arc fairly
optimistic. about the
futures of their chiklren
their pers(mal relationships. their health, and

.

their future lobs. V'hile
they tend to express an
external k)cus of contkil.
most have pcisitive selfconcept.
Only time will tell
the rest of the story. The
statistks on their predecessors. however, give
little hasis for optitnism
for large numbers of
them. DR )IR mts have

become damaged at a
critk.al point in their
lives: separated from an
environment that was
Probably their hest hope
kir a producti\ e and
rewarding life. As
Langston Hughes has
asked: What will happen
to their dreams deferred?
Will they dry up like
raisins in the sun? )1will they explode?
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